GLEANINGS
from the book BE WITHIN,
STAY ABOVE meditations
on the wisdom of the Rebbe
compiled and condensed
by TZVI FREEMAN

Criticizing another person is not out of the question. It’s just that there
are a few conditions to attend to before you start:
First, make sure this person is your close friend. Those are the only people
worth criticizing – not just because they may actually listen, but also
because you run a lower risk of making them into your sworn enemies.
If this person is not yet your close friend, you’ll need to spend some time
together, going out of your way to do a favor whenever possible, until a
real friendship develops.
Also, you’ll need to ensure that this person has the same knowledge,
understanding and perspective of right and wrong as you do before you
can attack his decisions. If that’s not so, you’ll need to spend some time
learning and discussing together until you see each other’s point of view.
Once the two of you are in the same headspace, and you’re both good
friends to boot, then it’s okay to criticize – if necessary. And if you can
remember what there was to criticize.
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EDITORIAL

From Israel and Russia with Love
his summer, for two consecutive
weeks, on a Shabbat morning, MTC
hosted two groups of young teens.

T

The first group were eighty Israeli youth
brought to Montreal under the auspices
of the IVOW Association: Israel Victims Of
War and terrorism. IVOW, since its founding
in 1984, provides these children with a
therapeutic and much welcomed fun-filled
summer experience. We also held a welcome
BBQ for them; a Thursday morning bar
mitzvah call-up for one the boys, and we
hosted the older division at summer's end.
(Yasher koach to our esteemed members
Richard Dermer and Neil Greenspon, both
of whom are devoted members of the
organization's executive board.)
The following week we were host to a
group of sixty Yeshiva boys from cities
throughout the Russian Federation. These
were children of Chabad Shluchim, students
at the Lubavitcher Yeshiva in Moscow. For
the last few years they have been spending
their summers in our city, first visiting
the Rebbe's Ohel in Queens and Chabad
World Headquarters in Brooklyn. The local
Lubavitcher Yeshivah and its dormitory on
Westbury Avenue, otherwise unoccupied
during this time of year, becomes home for
these boys as they continue their studies on
this side of the world.
Both these groups of teenagers
exhibited exemplary respect for our House
of Worship as well as gratitude for the
warm welcome and plentiful Shabbat lunch
that it was our pleasure to provide.
The Shabbat following these two visits,
one of our regulars confided in me that the
previous two Shabbats had been for him
among the most moving experiences he had
ever had in MTC.
I could certainly appreciate his sentiments. Am Yisroel Chai! Our miraculous
survival and triumph, over those who seek

Together with their chaperones, the IVOW teens enjoy a day at Niagara Falls.
The Russian boys had
mastered by heart the
entire Talmudic Tractate
Pesachim with its classic
commentaries. They were
tested by the chief rabbi
of Montreal, Rabbi
Binyomin Weiss.

our destruction, both physically – Israel,
and spiritually – the former Soviet Union,
is so exquisitely embodied in these
precious children.
This summer the Chabad world marked
75 years since the passing of the Rebbe's
father, Rabbi Levi Yitzchak Schneersohn of
saintly memory, chief rabbi of Yekatinislov,
the largest Jewish city in the Ukraine. Rabbi
Levi Yitzchak had defiantly promoted
religious observance among his fellow
Jews during the height of Communist
oppression. In 1939 he was arrested,

interrogated for more
than a year and then
exiled to Central Asia
where, in 1944, he died
having succumbed to
years of deprivation and maltreatment.
In one of his talks in connection with
his father's yohrtzeit, the Rebbe addressed
the significance of the date of Rabbi Levi
Yitzchak's passing, the 20th of Av. The Rebbe
noted that the date appears in the Talmud at
the end of Tractate Taanis. The Talmud there
relates that when the Jews returned from
Babylonian exile they faced a severe shortage
of firewood available for theTemple use. At
that critical juncture, on particular dates, specific families came forward and contributed
the scarce and valuable commodity. One such
3

My Roots

Editorial continued

date was the 20th of Av. The sages, Rabbi
Meir and Rabbi Yosey, dispute the identity of this family. Rabbi Meir is of the
opinion that the family were descendants
of King David, whilst Rabbi Yosey maintains that they were descendants of
Yoav, King David's general. The Rebbe
explains that the sages do not necessarily
disagree, for it can be assumed that King
David's offspring married Yoav's offspring
and thus this family descended from
them both. The differing views of the
sages addresses the question of whose
legacy is the inspiration responsible for
this family's noble gesture. Rabbi Meir
posits that it is that of King David –
Psalmist, scholar and prophet. Rabbi
Yosey proposes that it is Yoav's example
that is the motivating factor – fighter
against pagan enemies and national
war-hero.
We might add to the Rebbe's insight
and suggest that his revered father
encapsulated both virtues. He was at
once a man of the spirit, an ethereal kabbalist, a mystic and author of profound
Torah novella, and simultaneously, a
courageous warrior who gave up his life
on the battleground for Jewish survival
and continuity.
In MTC this summer we had the
privilege of being touched by both these
enduring virtues. In these boys and girls
from our beloved Israel and from across
Russia we were blessed to have encountered the eternity of our people – both in
body and in spirit.

”

Nechama, Itchy and Zeldie join me
in wishing you and yours a Shana Tova.
May we merit Moshiach’s arrival
without delay, amen.

Rabbi New
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Revisited and
Revitalized
This past winter at MTC’s ‘Yud Tes Kislev’ Dinner Celebration, a
number of individuals presented talks related to Chabad Chassidus.
The following is a transcript of a talk delivered by
Dr. Syd Miller.
he 19th (Yud Tes) of Kislev is the Rosh
Hashanah of the Chabad movement; it
is the date when its founder Rabbi
Schneur Zalman, known as the Alter Rebbe,
was released from Czarist imprisonment
following which he redoubled his efforts to
spread the teachings of Chabad Chassidus.
The Alter Rebbe’s magnum opus is the Tanya
and it is there that I would like to begin
my story.

T

Chapter 2 of Tanya begins with the
following sentence. “The second soul of a
Jew is truly a part of G-d above.” From the
beginning of the Tanya the Alter Rebbe is
explaining to us that every Jew has a G-dly
soul, and that the source of this G-dly soul is
actually from the essence of G-d Himself (the
other soul being referred to is the animalistic
soul). When we contemplate this idea, that
every Jew has a soul coming directly from the
essence of G-d, it is both wondrous and
wonderful. This was certainly my reaction
when I first learnt this. I was also very
surprised that I had never heard about such
a profound concept before. You might
reasonably ask why I might think I should
have heard it? After all I was not someone
who appears to have had much of a
connection to Judaism. But the truth is that
I did. You see, I was born into an orthodox
family, though not a Chassidic one. I grew up
keeping kosher and Shabbos, fulfilling the
mitzvot, and even spent some time studying
in Yeshiva. So it was surprising to me that
with that background I had never encountered
this idea of the G-dly soul.

As I said, I grew up Orthodox, though
I would like to add parenthetically that our
Rebbe did not like such terms. The Rebbe
stated that the division of Jews into types:
Orthodox, Conservative, Reform, etc., was
purely artificial because all Jews share one
and the same Torah given by the one and
same G-d. More about that later. As a
practicing Jew I did everything I was
supposed to do, everything I was raised to do,
but somewhere along the way I started to
falter. At first it was neither in what I was
doing nor in my understanding of the material
I was being taught. I was actually fairly well
versed for my age. Rather my struggle was in
understanding why I was doing it. And I didn’t
have an answer for that. I didn’t give up on
doing mitzvot right away, though the more
I tried the more distant I felt. So at the age of
20 I dropped everything. I stopped doing anything at all. To put this in context, from the
time of my Bar Mitzvah until the age of 20,
I put on Tefillin every day. Never missed
once! From the age of 20 and for the next
30 years I highly doubt I put on Tefillin more
than once.
I come from a loving family, but this
change in me resulted in conflict with them,
as well as with the community I grew up in.
I have only learnt recently that these Mitzvos
that I rejected are actually the “levushim” of
my soul, the outer garments of my soul that
I put on to be a reflection of my internal and
hopefully G-dly self. But at the time I didn’t
know anything about any of this. I saw
religion as intolerant and rejecting, and

religious practice as restrictive ritual observance. I wanted no part of it.
So how did I become a Chabad Chassid?
Well, Susan and I had a daughter and when
Elisha was born, my wife said to me that we
should find a synagogue. She felt that we
were not really connected to anything and
needed a community. I said ok, but made it
clear that I was not interested in anything
religious. In my mind I had been there, done
that, and wasn’t interested. So we looked
around at alternatives – Reform, Conservative, etc., but nothing seemed right to us. We
didn’t feel that we fit in or belonged in any
of those places. Susan eventually shared with
me her feeling that sitting separately, which
is what we did when we went to synagogue
with my family, was what we should be doing. I often thank my wife for that spiritual
insight, though I sometimes wonder if she
just wanted a break from me every Shabbos
morning! Either way, this ultimately led to
us discovering the Montreal Torah Center
and Chabad.
So what did we discover in Chabad?
That statement from Tanya that all Jews have
a G-dly soul rooted in G-d’s essence. So the
first thing we found in Chabad, expressed
through the Rebbe’s Shluchim, was that all
Jews are equal, irrespective of religious practice; that all Jews have a G-dly soul. This
love and acceptance was, and still is, beyond
anything I had ever experienced and it had a
profound emotional impact on me. With that,
the experience began, and the connection to
my fellow Jews started. A connection that
I had not felt before and hadn’t even realized
I was missing.
The experience, the connection, the
acceptance, was an exciting and emotional
high, a great party. What I didn’t yet realize,
though, was that it would not be enough.
That if that was as far as it goes, and for a
long time it was as far as I went, you could
lose the connection again. You see the problem with a party is that it is only an event
that you go to. You join the party and you
experience the emotional high that comes
from being there. However, when the party
winds down, when the event ends, there is
nothing substantive that can be taken from
it. There is also a potentially more dangerous

outcome than just not being able to take the
party home. There is the distinct possibility
that you may now seek out another party,
another high, and it might not be a Chabad
high. It might not even be a Jewish high.

However, when the
party winds down,
when the event ends,
there is nothing
substantive that can
be taken from it.
I believe that it is for this reason that it
began to be impressed upon me that I needed
to start studying Chassidus. The importance
of studying Chassidus is expressed in how
Chassidim greet each other on the 19th of
Kislev. The greeting is as follows: “May you
be signed and sealed for a good year in
the study of Chassidus and the ways of
Chassidus”. You will notice that the “study
of Chassidus” comes first in this greeting.
This reflects the revolutionary change of the
Alter Rebbe’s Chabad Chassidus. Evolving
from the chassidus of the Baal Shem Tov and
the Magid of Mezritch, but differing from the
other disciples of the Magid, the Alter Rebbe
emphasized the importance of intellect
and study. The Alter Rebbe taught us that
not only should our intellect have primacy
over our emotions, but also that through
study, through intellect, the emotions actually

get refined and elevated.
No longer just the emotions of the party, these
emotions become much
more profound, internal
and eternal. The Rambam
stated this as well in his
Hilchos Yesodei HaTorah,
explaining that it is impossible to really be in
love and in awe of G-d
without having knowledge of G-d. As a psychologist it was also
fascinating for me to see that the Alter Rebbe
was discussing this concept of intellect over
emotion 150 years before this same concept
emerged as a principle component of effective psychological treatment.
So this was the revolution of the Alter
Rebbe and I have learnt that to be a Chabad
Chassid is to embrace these revolutionary
truths. Chabad chassidus teaches us that
our G-dly soul can not only refine our animal
soul, but actually transform it -that we can
take the passions of the animal soul and
direct them towards a love and service of
G-d. Chabad Chassidus teaches us about the
oneness of G-d, and how G-d’s light not only
infuses every aspect of our world but also
surrounds and embraces our world, albeit in
a concealed manner. Perhaps most fundamentally, Chabad Chassidus teaches us that
all that G-d created was for the ultimate purpose of establishing a dwelling place on this
earth. This is the lowest of the worlds but
this is where G-d wants His dwelling place
to be. This is a very different insight than
that of my youth, where the focus was up
there, not down here. In fact, the belief was
that you wanted to keep away from too much
of what was going on in this world. Chabad
Chassidus teaches us the opposite, that the
work is in fact in this world. Chabad Chassidus teaches us that each and every one of
us has been empowered by G-d and entrusted
with the mission of creating a dwelling place
for G-d in this world where He desires to
share Himself with each one of us. ‡
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L-R: Lori z”l, Hannah and Howard Kaye

The Love of My Life Was
Killed For Being A Jew.
Now, I'm Fighting to Prevent
The Next Poway
by HOWARD KAYE

This article appeared as an op-ed piece in NEWSWEEK.com, July 26, 2019.

t has been nearly three months since that
Passover day when Lori, the love of my life,
was cut down by a gunman's bullets. As
the calls for help came from the lobby that
fateful morning, I rushed from the sanctuary
and saw a woman grievously injured, and
my lifesaving training kicked in. It was not
until after long minutes of trying to breathe
life back into the woman's inert body that
I realized she was my wife, my Lori. In shock,
I passed out.
Ever since, my wounds have been open
and raw, the pain indescribable. I've chosen
to remain silent. But as the world marks
25 years since the death of the great sage
Menachem Mendel Schneerson, the Rebbe,
a man whose teachings guide me on the
path towards healing, I feel an urgency to
speak out.
Throughout the searing agony of Lori's
funeral, the ensuing shiva (Judaism's sevenday mourning period), and the many long,
unbearable days and weeks that followed,
one central teaching of the Rebbe has kept
me going, motivating me to keep telling
myself: "I was placed in this unfathomably

I

challenging situation for a purpose and I've
been given the strength to overcome it."
Not many know that Lori came to
synagogue that morning to pray for the soul
of her mother, who had passed not long
before. Throughout her own grieving, she
sought solace in the Rebbe's teachings on
coping with loss. Lori was an avid reader. The
very last book she bought before her brutal
murder was A Time to Heal: The Lubavitcher
Rebbe's Response to Loss and Tragedy. She
never had a chance to read it.
As I work toward solace and healing
through long days and lonely evenings, I find
myself reaching for Lori's book, still on her
nightstand. Even in death, my loving, caring
Lori anticipated my needs and prepared these
comforting teachings. It's almost as if she's
reading them by my side.
The Rebbe urged that our response to
humanly-inflicted tragedies be to take
concrete steps to improve the moral state of
society, to uproot the underlying causes of
such moral depravity.
In trying to understand the root cause of
the atrocity that took Lori's life and, even

more urgently, in seeking to prevent the next
Poway from occurring, it became clear to me
that Lori's killer was motivated by antiSemitic hatred. His was a convoluted and
reprehensible mindset that perverted his
morality and convinced him that some people
were worthy of life – and others were not.
My wife, Lori, was the kindest, gentlest
person I've ever known. I often felt she may
have been one of the 36 righteous people
that Jewish tradition teaches uphold the
world. To the shooter, though, she was
simply a Jew, and her life thus unworthy and
abhorrent.
To stop the next shooter, we need to
educate the world about its inherent moral
compass. We need to share with all people
the Seven Noahide Laws, the universal code
of ethics predicated on the appreciation of a
Supreme Being in whose image we have
each been created, who cherishes each of
our lives dearly, and to whom we are each
beholden and responsible.
The Rebbe passed on 25 years ago.
One of his final campaigns was promoting
awareness of this very moral code, which
has been the bedrock of society since the
dawn of civilization. Sharing it with the world
is more relevant now than ever. Each time
a murderous, twisted individual commits a
crime of hate, the urgency to educate society
about the basic laws of human civilization
grows. It holds the potential to stop the
next atrocity.
Lori lived by these principles, and Lori
spread them far and wide. She treated every
person with dignity, she recognized in each
individual that they are the apple of G-d's
eye, simply because G-d created them.
I don't expect everyone to become the next
Lori, to share her unique love and piety. But
every human being innately possesses the
moral compass to rise above the reprehensible behavior that ended her life. It is our
obligation to nurture and educate toward that
morality, and to fill this world with goodness
and kindness. ‡
HOWARD KAYE, MD, is a practicing
rheumatologist and resides in Poway, California.
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MTC gratefully salutes our devoted
‘SPONSORS OF THE DAY’
All MTC activities and programs on that particular day are attributed to the day’s sponsor.
Each sponsorship is recognized on our website, in our weekly Mosaic Express and in this
magazine. The sponsorship amount is $1800 per day and is billed annually, creating a
consistent form of annuity contributing to MTC’s financial stability.

Tishrei 2

Reuben Dubrofsky in honour of the yartzeit
of Frances Dubrofsky, obm

Teves 2

Cola Families in honour of the birthday of
Edward Israel

Tishrei 21

Rae Slomovic & Betty Gomolinsky in honour
of the yartzeit of Dovid ben Chaim, obm

Teves 3

Cola & Cons Families in honour of
the yartzeit of David Cola, obm

Tishrei 28

Arthur & Marion Levitt in honour of the yartzeit
of Chaim Moshe Gedaliah ben Yakov Halevi, obm

Teves 4

Cola & Cons Families in honour of
the yartzeit of Franka Cola, obm

Teves 29

Jeremy & Mandy Levi n honour of
the birthday of Jonah Alexander

Cheshvan 5

Eddy & Trudy Goldberg in honour of
the yartzeit of Max Goldberg, obm

Cheshvan 7

Slomovic Family in honour of the yartzeit of
Yakov Yehuda ben Tzvi, obm

October 22

Cola Families in honour of the birthday of
Michelle Lindsey

October 24

Howard Richman in honour of the birthday
of Reuben Richman

Kislev 3

Barry Schwartz in honour of the yartzeit
of Claire Schwartz, obm

Kislev 13

Tuky Treitel & family in honour of the
yartzeit of Reb Shaya Treitel, obm

December 19 Cola Families in honour of the birthday
of Warren Paul
December 27 Lewis & Teri Clarke in honour of
the birthday of Alexa Clarke
Shevat 16

Marissa Sidel in honour of the birthday
of Jerry Sidel

Shevat 23

Joey Adler in honour of the yartzeit of
Lou Adler, obm

Shevat 24

Flinker family in honour of the yartzeit of
Florence Flinker, obm

Shevat 27

Cola Families in honour of the birthday of
Jennifer Devorah

Kislev 14

Cola Families in honour of the birthday of
Jason Benjamin

Kislev 17

Barry Schwartz in honour of the yartzeit of
Hyman Schwartz, obm

January 2

Lewis & Teri Clarke in honour of
the birthday of Hudson Clarke

Kislev 29

Marissa Sidel in honour of the yartzeit of
Raizel bat Moshe obm

January 4

Cola Families in honour of the birthday
of Adam Joshua

November 14 Evan & Osnat Feldman in honour of
the birthday of Olivia Raquel

Adar 3

Ronnie & Debbie Cons in honour of
the birthday of Gabriella

November 24 Cola Families in honour of the birthday
of Kimberly Stacey

Adar 6

Philip & Edie Friedman in honour of
the yartzeit of Bernard Friedman obm

Adar 10

Mickey Cons in honour of the birthday of
David and Victoria

Adar 22

Hershey & Lori Goldenblatt in honour of
the yartzeit of Sarah Goldenblatt, obm

Adar 22

Michael & Elza Hirsch in honour of
Elza's birthday

Adar 23

Emmanuel & Heather Amar in honour of
Elijah's birthday

February 9

Evan & Osnat Feldman in honour of
the birthday of Benjamin
Evan & Osnat Feldman in honour of
the birthday of Jack Isaac

February 21

April 3

Michael & Avital Goldenblatt in honour
of Harper's birthday

April 6

Jerry & Roslyn Convoy in honour of the reunion
of brothers Jerry and Yehoshua after 63 years

Sivan 1

Tuky Treitel & family in honour of the yartzeit of
Reb Menashe ben Yitzchok Mayer, obm

Sivan 15

Mickey Cons in honour of the birthday of Olivia

Sivan 21

Tuky Treitel & family in honour of the yarzeit
of Reb Eliezer Dovid ben Shlomo, obm

Sivan 22

Ronald Pearl in honour of the yartzeit of
Goldie Pearl, obm

Nisan 10

Peter & Marla Veres in honour of
the yartzeit of Andre Veres, obm

Nisan 11

David & Lisa Medina in appreciation of the Rebbe

Nisan 15

Flinker family in honour of the yartzeit
of Issie Flinker, obm

May 6

Nisan 17

Philip & Edie Friedman in honour of
the yartzeit of Lucy Friedman, obm

Mark Lazar in honour of the birthday
of Shira Lazar

May 11

Nisan 24

Mickey Cons in honour of the birthday of Shimmy

Cola families in honour of the birthday of
Jeremy Cola

Nisan 24

Michael & Elza Hirsch in honour of
Rochel’s birthday

Tamuz 3

David & Lisa Medina in appreciation of the Rebbe

Tamuz 5

Robert & Joelle Burke in honour of the yartzeit
of Mintzie Siminovith-Burke

Tamuz 22

Ronnie & Debbie Cons in honour of
the birthday of Samuel

Tamuz 22

Marissa Sidel in honour of her birthday

June 18

Cola Families in honour of the birthday
of Mandy Levi

Av 19

Jeremy & Mandy Levi in honour of the
birthday of Jacob David

July 26

Michael & Avital Goldenblatt in honour
of Noah's birthday

Nisan 27

Ronnie & Debbie Cons in honour of
the birthday of Joelle

March 8

Flinker family in honour of Michael’s birthday

Iyar 2

Michael & Barbara Chernack in honour
of the yarzeit of Yetta Chernack, obm

Iyar 5

Sara Eldor in honour of her birthday

Iyar 13

Ronnie & Debbie Cons in honour of
the birthday of Isaac Akiva

Iyar 13

Julius & Terry Suss in honour of
the yartzeit of Marcus Suss, obm

Iyar 14

Ronnie & Debbie Cons in honour of
the birthday of Hannah

Iyar 16

Karls family in honour of the yartzeit
of Ben Karls, obm

Elul 3

Julius & Terry Suss in honour of
the yartzeit of Bella Suss, obm

Ronnie & Debbie Cons in honour of
the birthday of Joshua

Elul 10

Hershey & Lori Goldenblatt in honour of
the yartzeit of Lester Edward Goldenblatt, obm

Tuky Treitel & family in honour of the yartzeit
of Tzivia bas Yekusiel Yehuda, obm

Elul 19

Tuky Treitel & family in honour of the yarzeit
of Golda Gestetner, obm

Iyar 19
Iyar 20
Iyar 23

Arthur & Marion Levitt in honour of
the yartzeit of Lillian Levitt Shuchat, obm

Iyar 24

George Galambos in honour of the yartzeit
of Aniko Galambos, obm

August 5

Lewis & Teri Clarke in honour of the birthday
of Myles Clarke

Iyar 27

Michael & Elza Hirsch in honour of
Yitzchak Laivi’s birthday

August 11

Michael & Avital Goldenblatt in honour
of Dylan's birthday
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DIVINE
SILENCE
by RABBI LEVI Y. NEW

The following is adapted from our daily Talmud class. Geared to both the
novice and those a bit more advanced, this class covers the basic meaning
of the Talmud, addressing also the halachic/practical and chassidic/spiritual
dimensions of the subject matter.
The translation of the passage below is that of Rabbi Adin Even-Israel
(Steinsaltz) as it appears on Sefaria.org. The bold is direct translation while
the rest is interpolated commentary.
Join the class in the MTC library Monday through Friday 8:30 – 9:00 am or
online at YouTube.com/MontrealTorahCenter.

Talmud Menachot 29b:
av Yehuda said in the name of Rav:
When Moses ascended on High, he
found the Holy One, Blessed be He,
sitting and tying crowns on the letters of
the Torah. Moses said before G-d: Master of
the Universe, who is preventing You from
giving the Torah without these additions?
G-d said to him: There is a man who is
destined to be born after several
generations, and Akiva ben Yosef is his
name; he is destined to derive from each and
every thorn of these crowns mounds upon
mounds of halachot. It is for his sake that
the crowns must be added to the letters of
the Torah.

R

Moses said before G-d: Master of the
Universe, show him to me. G-d said to him:
Return behind you. Moses went and sat at
the end of the eighth row in Rabbi Akiva’s
study hall and did not understand what they
were saying. Moses’ strength waned, as he
1 See Maharsha ad loc. who explains that knots
(like those of the Tzitzis) serve as reminders.
Moses’ question is that surely G-d does not need
reminders. To which G-d replied that it is for man
to remember that there are “inner matters” imbedded therein. “In addition, there are mounds upon
mounds of halachot to be learned from them.''
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thought his Torah knowledge was deficient.
When Rabbi Akiva arrived at the discussion
of one matter, his students said to him: My
teacher, from where do you derive this?
Rabbi Akiva said to them: It is a halacha
transmitted to Moses from Sinai. When
Moses heard this, his mind was put at ease,
as this too was part of the Torah that he was
to receive.
Moses returned and came before the
Holy One, Blessed be He, and said before
Him: Master of the Universe, You have a
man as great as this and yet You still choose
to give the Torah through me. Why? G-d said
to him: Be silent; this intention arose before
Me. Moses said before G-d: Master of the
Universe, You have shown me Rabbi Akiva’s
Torah, now show me his reward. G-d said
to him: Return to where you were. Moses
went back and saw that they were
weighing Rabbi Akiva’s flesh in a butcher
The Maharsha’s use of the word “in addition”
imply that the “inner matters” and the derived
halachot are not related. While not in direct contradiction to the Maharsha’s interpretation, our
explanation has the has the added advantage of
suggesting an intrinsic connection.

shop, as Rabbi Akiva was tortured to death
by the Romans. Moses said before Him:
Master of the Universe, this is Torah and
this is its reward? G-d said to him: Be silent;
this intention arose before Me.
A number of questions may be asked of
this story pointing to the need for a deeper
understanding of this passage than meets
the eye.
1. What is the meaning of G-d “tying
crowns on the letters of the Torah” and
why did G-d want halacha derived from
crowns rather than the words them selves? Clearly there is some deep
significance to the crowns beyond being
strokes of ink above the letters in the
Torah. Indeed G-d Himself deem ed it
worthy to “tie” them to the letters,
and it is through ‘crowns’ that halacha
is conveyed.1
2. Why were there specifically eight2 rows
in the study hall of Rabbi Akiva?
3. How was Moses himself unaware of the
teachings which Rabbi Akiva said in the
name of “Moses from Sinai”?
4. In addition to the written text of Torah,
Moses received from G-d ‘13 Rules of
Interpreting the Torah’. Presumably Rabbi
Akiva extrapolated the halachot using
those rules. That would explain why
Moses hadn’t known the law, and yet
it still was from “Moses at Sinai”. 3
However, the precise wording of the
Talmud which states that Moses “did
not understand what they were saying”
implies that it was not simply that he did
know the information yet, but rather that
he could not follow the logic. Why not?
5. Furthermore, why was Moses put at ease
when Rabbi Akiva said “it is a halacha
transmitted to Moses from Sinai” when
2 According to another version of the text cited in
the Shitah Mikubetzes, there were ten rows. See
footnote 11 below.
3 See Rambam’s introduction to his commentary to
the Mishna.

that seemingly did not aid him to now
grasp whatever it was he could not
understand?4
6. What is the meaning of G-d’s exclamation “be silent”? Understood
plainly, it would seem that G-d was
conveying the notion that His
choices contain logic that far
surpass human intelligence, or
defies intelligence altogether.
However, if this was G-d’s
only intention it would have
sufficed for Him to say
“this intention arose
before Me”. Why the
introduction of “be silent”? It makes
it appear that G-d is expressing
frustration in that Moses said or asked
something inappropriate.
7. Additionally, G-d’s response of “be silent;
this intention arose before Me” is stated
twice – once in response to Moses’
questioning G-d for choosing him as
leader rather than Rabbi Akiva and the
second time in response to Moses’
protesting Rabbi Akiva’s humiliation after
his death. This seems to imply that both
of these challenges by Moses were
equally valid or invalid warranting the
same harsh response. How so?
8. Moses was the one man to whom G-d
revealed the deepest and loftiest levels
of Divine Wisdom contained in the Torah.
In fact, G-d revealed to Moses the reason
behind the mitzvah of the Red Heifer,
which is known as the quintessential
super-rational mitzvah which even King
Solomon, the wisest of men, could not
fathom.5 And yet, when it came to
Moses’ desire to understand G-d’s ways
in our story, G-d reprimanded him. Why?
9. In the end, G-d showed Moses the
humiliation of Rabbi Akiva after his death

4 See Maharsha who suggests an explanation which
shares a commonality with our explanation in
that Moses was put at ease when he understood
that Rabbi Akiva accepted the transcendence of
the Divine.
5 See Lekutay Sichos vol. 4 pg. 1057 fn. 6.

in that his flesh was being weighed in a
butcher shop. However, there is no
mention of G-d showing Moses the cause
of Rabbi Akiva’s death. Of that the
Talmud elsewhere6 graphically describes
how Rabbi Akiva died at the hands of the
Romans who tortured him. At that time,
Rabbi Akiva was asked by his students
how he was able to declare G-d’s
oneness in the Shema while his face was
being peeled by hot iron rods. To which
he responded that he had painfully
waited his entire life for the moment he’d
merit to give up his life for the sake of
Heaven and he thus felt content in his
torture. Why is this part of the story left
out of the vision G-d showed Moses? The
account of Rabbi Akiva’s faith and joy in
his supreme self-sacrifice, would at least
provide some positive dimension to an
otherwise terrible occurrence.
10. There is a Talmudic7 dictum that when
a negative event happens in one’s life
one ought to “examine his deeds” to
determine what behaviour of his would
warrant such punishment from Heaven
with the aim of correcting it. The question
is – did this same rule apply to Rabbi
Akiva? If yes, why couldn’t G-d explain
6 Berakhot 61b.
7 Berakhot 5a. The Talmud goes on to say that if one
does not find justification for his suffering he
should conclude that it is “pain of love”. This too
however is not mentioned by G-d in his response
to Moses.

that to Moses? If not, then Moses would
be justified in his protest. Why would
G-d than exclaim “be silent!”?
To understand all of this we might
suggest the following:
In Kabbalistic and Chassidic thought the
level known as the Crown, or Keter, represents that which transcends all levels of finitude. Like a crown which sits above the head,
Keter represents that which is above and beyond. When we say that Keter transcends,
we don’t merely mean that it transcends human comprehension or capacity. Any aspect
of pure Divinity transcends the human
grasp. Yet, G-d has so decided to contract
His Infinite Self within creation and manifest
Himself in spiritually descriptive forms
granting us the ability to grasp His manner
of revelation. These manners of contraction
are known as Sefirot. There are ten Sefirot
that comprise the system through which G-d
creates and interacts with His creation.
Because G-d has ten Sefirot, and because G-d desires a relationship with us
humans, He created humans with a soul that
has a system which parallels, and is a small
scale derivative of, the ten Sefirot. Generally
speaking, these are divided into two faculties;
intelligence and emotions.8
8 Tanya Part I chapter 3. Tanya Igeret HaTeshuva
chapter 4.
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All to say that the Keter, which rests
above the head, is symbolic of that which
transcends even the Divine system of logic.
The Keter is symbolic of G-d’s desire that is
completely in unison with His essence and
is the driving force behind the emergence of
this system of Sefirot.9
Considering all of this, when the Talmud
describes G-d as “tying crowns in letters of
the Torah”, we might suggest that G-d is embedding within Torah access to not only the
Divine system of logic, but to His essential
desire that transcends the system. The Keter.

him the ability to derive “mounds upon
mounds of halachot” as follows:
When studying Torah there can be a number of objectives, primarily divided into two:
A: Learning to acquire abstract knowledge.
B: Learning with the objective of coming
to a final halachic ruling.
When learning with the first objective
in mind, though it may be with an acknowledgment of the Divine nature of Torah, what
is most consciously felt is one’s own intellectual ability and pursuit. With the latter

When studying for the pursuit of knowledge,
the risk of being wrong is not daunting, as it
would constitute merely a personal failure.
Of this Moses asked “who is preventing
You from giving the Torah without these
additions?” As if to say, “what is missing in
the Divine logical system that requires the
addition of the transcendent Keter? Is not
the system of Sefirot itself Divine?”
At which point G-d took him to the future
to observe Rabbi Akiva who “derived from
each and every thorn of these crowns mounds
upon mounds of halachot”. On the basic level
of understanding this story, the intention here
is that Rabbi Akiva was capable, and indeed
was successful, in pointing to specific laws
that he derived from each individual crown.
We might however suggest that Rabbi
Akiva’s “deriving laws from the crowns” is
an allusion to a mode of learning Torah where
the Keter, the Divine transcendence, is present. Learning in that manner is what gave

9 Tanya Igeret HaTeshuva chapter 5. Tanya Igeret
HaKodesh epistle 17, 20, 29.
10 Yom Tov Shel Rosh HaShono 5666 Maamer Kol
HaShoneh and Im BeChukotay.
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objective in mind, one must suspend one’s
own independent way of thinking and understanding in favour of what the law dictates.
To arrive at the truth of the halacha, one
must not ask themselves how do I understand
the passage, but rather what is G-d’s desire
in any given scenario.
When studying for the pursuit of knowledge, the risk of being wrong is not daunting,
as it would constitute merely a personal failure. And so one may take liberties with their
understanding of the text. But when one
learns with the objective of issuing a halachic
ruling, of deciding on what course of action
G-d desires, one may not take any liberties
with the text and must accept that whatever
the Torah dictates is what G-d wants, toward
whom he suspends his logic and knowledge.
True, one must use their mind to arrive

11 This explanation would also follow in accordance
with the view that there were ten rows but
somewhat in the reverse. As mentioned, there are
ten Sefirot. Ten rows would mean that Rabbi
Akiva’s class reached perfection in the Divine

at the correct law, but it is done with a sense
of reverence, awe and even fear knowing
that all of Torah is imbued with the Keter,
with Divine transcendence and desire. For
even if one were to feel that the law ought
to be one way, he would suspend that feeling
in favour of the accepted halacha.10
This then is the mode of learning which
G-d showed Moses in Rabbi Akiva’s study
hall. By surrendering himself to the Divine
transcendence within Torah, Rabbi Akiva was
capable of deriving “mounds upon mounds of
halachot”. Thus G-d demonstrated to Moses
the necessity of his “tying crowns in the letters
of the Torah” for it is only through them that
one can arrive at the correct halacha.
This might be alluded to in the fact
that there were eight rows in Rabbi Akiva’s
study hall.11 Seven, represents the cycle of
life within creation – there are seven days of
creation and in turn seven days of the week.
Eight represents that which is beyond creation, the transcendent Infinite One.12
At this point in the story, Moses “did
not understand what they were saying” and
his “strength waned”. The meaning perhaps
is not simply that he could not follow the
lesson but rather that all he heard from Rabbi
Akiva was logical derivations of the law using
the Rules of Interpretation of the Torah.
G-d had just finished telling him that halachot
require the Keter and all he heard was logical
interpretation.
“When Rabbi Akiva arrived at the
discussion of one matter, his students said
to him: My teacher, from where do you derive
this? Rabbi Akiva said to them: It is a halacha
transmitted to Moses from Sinai. When
Moses heard this, his mind was put at ease.”
At ease not because Rabbi Akiva got the law
from Moses but that it came from “Moses at
Sinai” signifying that at the end of the day,

logical system thus adding to Moses’ confusion as
suggested in our explanation.
12 Kli Yakar at the beginning of Parshat Shemini.
Derech Mitzvosecha Mitzvas Milah.

notwithstanding the intellectual prowess of
Rabbi Akiva to arrive at the correct law, what
he truly relied on was the fact that Torah
comes from Saini. That it was G-d’s Torah.
The Keter within Torah.
The rest of the story followed the pattern
of much of two extremes in Moses’ life. On
the one hand, Moses displayed this humility
where he told G-d that he ought to choose
someone else to lead the people, most notably his brother Aaron. On the other hand,
as the chosen leader, Moses defended his
people with all he had, most notably, when
he argued with G-d on behalf of the sinners
of the Golden Calf.

To which G-d again replied, “Be silent;
this intention arose before Me.” Even as your
people suffer in shame, even as you correctly
protest, you must ascend to a level of silence
where you accept and know that it is My
transcendent intention that it be so.

Here we get back to the first time G-d
told Moses to “be silent” when he protested
G-d’s choice of him as leader. It is right and
true to have the kind of humility that says
perhaps someone else is better suited for
the task G-d has given us. Yet from there we
emerge to a level of “be silent” for this is
G-d’s desire. If this is what He wants from
us, we do it with the best of our ability.

In our story, Moses first told G-d, “You
have someone like Rabbi Akiva who has
both the intellectual capability and the
self-surrender to Divine truth necessary to
receive the Torah. Choose him as the leader.
Why me?”
To which G-d responded, “Be silent; this
intention arose before Me.” In saying “be
silent” G-d was not saying that his objection
was unfounded or wrong. Rather G-d was
instructing him to ascend to a level of silence
in the face of His choices. Much as the Keter
represents G-d’s transcendent desire, “be
silent” was an instruction to be at the level
where G-d’s choice of Moses as leader defies
the need for an explanation and is accepted
solely on the grounds that it is G-d’s choice,
“this intention arose before Me”.
Accepting his role as G-d’s chosen
leader, Moses asked “You have shown me
Rabbi Akiva’s Torah, now show me his reward”; as if to say, “if I am to be Your chosen
leader of Your chosen people, I am going
to look after them with everything I have.
Show me how You reward them.” And when
he is shown the humiliation after Rabbi
Akiva’s death, Moses again protested. The
second aforementioned extreme, characterizing Moses’ leadership.

13 Lekutei Torah Bechukotay 46c. Sefer HaLikutim vol.
1 pg. 503, vol. 3 pg. 306

change their decision, one blurts out “be
quiet!”. In that exclamation one is in effect
demonstrating that notwithstanding the fact
that they cannot articulate their rationale,
their decision still stands. From G-d’s
perspective then, He acknowledged the
legitimacy of Moses’ objection to Jewish
suffering and shame. And yet this was a
truth from G-d for which rational articulation
completely fell short. As if to say, “be quiet.
I know there is pain. I know there is suffering.
I feel it in my very Infinitude. Yet it cannot be
explained. You just have to accept that such
is how it must be.” The Keter which transcends even the Divine logical system.13

Rabbi Akiva, from the Mantua
Haggadah, 1568.

The fact that Rabbi Akiva wanted to give
up his life as a martyr for G-d was not what
G-d intended to show Moses. The intention
was specifically to demonstrate that there
are times when things completely defy any
rationale, as the shame of Rabbi Akiva’s flesh
being weighed in the market. And here too,
“be silent; this intention arose before Me”.
Furthermore, the exclamation “be silent”
can be understood not only as an instruction
to Moses to reach this level of silence and
acceptance, but might also indicate the state
of G-d’s perspective:

The same is true of our attitude toward
the suffering of our fellow Jew. G-d did not
tell Moses that Rabbi Akiva was in some
way deserving of such a demise. Heaven
forbid. G-d did not even say that there was
a greater good to be seen at a later date.
G-d simply stated “be silent”.
When the Talmud says that one who
suffers ought to “examine their deeds”, it is
only said with respect to one’s own suffering.
When another Jew is in pain or being
shamed, Heaven forbid to assume the role
of judge and justify it.14 When another is in
pain the response must be a protest to G-d,
like Moses, and from there we ascend to a
level where we accept that G-d’s response
is “be silent for I too am in pain”. And like
G-d, we are silent and empathetic. ‡

When one is being asked a question to
which one has no answer and yet does not

14 See Rambam Laws of Teshuva 3:2.
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More Than

Knowledge
Personal reflections on the study of Torah

high priests could enter on the holiest day
of the year – Yom Kippur. This poignantly
emphasizes the sanctity of intimacy.
Not only are the shiurs an opportunity
to socialize over a kosher lunch with good
friends and sometimes new friends, but they
allow me the opportunity to add some
spirituality and meaning to an otherwise
secular week.

f
Peggy Bybelezer

Dear
Trust all is well with you and your family and that you are enjoying
our all-too-brief :) summer in good health.
I would like to run a feature in our Mosaic Magazine where a number
of people who, like you, participate regularly in Torah learning share
a paragraph articulating how Torah study enriches their personal
lives.
I would be most grateful if you would write such a piece.
I do hope that you will agree and look forward to hearing from you.
With kind regards,
Rabbi New

orah has grounded me. I feel a
strong connection with the long line of
ancestry who have
studied this ancient
wisdom before me, and
I have the privilege of
seeing this wisdom passed on to my children
and grandchildren. The laws and customs of
our great tradition feed my Jewish soul, and
learning has deepened my understanding
that there is meaning and purpose to my life.
For all my flaws and frailties, studying Torah
reminds me that I am a part of Hashem,
whose benevolence and compassion will
guide me through life's difficult challenges.

T

f
Mitch Adler
am fortunate to have
been participating in
lunch and learn
classes (shiurs) for
nearly 25 years. It all
started with Rabbi New
in the late 90's with my
father and his group of
contemporaries. Things have evolved to my
generation of childhood friends and business
associates with Rabbi Levi New.
It is truly unique and special to study
Torah and speak about Judaism in the
middle of the week and in the middle of the
work day.

I
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We learn about the weekly Torah portion or current holiday, taking the teachings
and applying them to our everyday work and
personal lives. Situations such as our
relationships with our wives, the privacy and
sacred aspect of the bedroom, ways to teach
our children the meaning of life, even how to
manage siblings and family rivalries are
addressed and illuminated in the course of
our discussions. Issues that seem so common
but can be easily overlooked – such as how
the Zohar talks about the relationship
between a husband and wife and that their
intimate life should not be spoken about to
anyone, for it is not merely private but sacred.
The Zohar likens the bedroom to the Holy of
Holies in the Holy Temple where only the

Debbie Cons
t is a common misconception, that
Torah/G-d and everyday life are mutually
exclusive. I have found
that this could not be
further from the truth.
In my life today,
G-d and His Will, His ways, His precepts
pervade my every waking moment.
“Religion” isn’t a thing that I take off the
shelf on the High Holidays or Shabbat. Or
during a set time in my day. Rather, it is
A WAY OF BEING. From the moment I wake
until I head back to bed many hours later,

I

I make sure to imbue my everyday, mundane
tasks with a higher sense of purpose. I eat
kosher food, I make blessings showing
gratitude for the things that I have, I choose
clothing that reflects the sanctity of myself
as a Jewish Woman, I treat others with tolerance and respect. I know that even at times
when I am physically alone, there is always
“Someone” watching me, guiding me and
protecting me.
I realize through my Torah study that
even though I don’t always see what’s going
on around me as tangibly positive, I know it
is for my own good and that there is a lesson
to be learned. So I make the effort to see the
positive and grow from every situation.
As a result of this incredible way of
living prescribed by the Torah, my family life
is richer, my relationships are deeper and my
friendships stronger. And each day I am here
I know that I have a mission to fulfill –
because G-d put me here!
And for all those who may think the
Shabbat prohibitions are restrictive...
imagine a 25-hour period where your teens
non-negotiably turn off their phones!
NEED I SAY MORE?

f
Marc Elman
t has now been just
over three years
since I have begun
my weekly Torah
studies classes. What
has both fascinated me
and fostered my
motivation is Torah’s
practical relevance to current day to day life.
What interests me most is the well-founded
interpretations of the hidden meanings in the
text, as espoused by great sages like
Maimonides and the Rebbe.
By spending 60 minutes each week
learning a topic, followed by my almost
without fail daily meditation, I feel a much
stronger spiritual connection to Hashem. This
has quite simply enriched my life and I am so

I

thankful to have been given this gift.
I encourage all that have never studied
Torah to try this for a month or two and see
if you have a similar experience. Not much to
lose and a lot to gain for a small investment
of time and energy.

f
Robert Carro
nitially, the opportunity to learn Torah
was an exciting
proposition. At the
same time, the whole
notion was foreign.
I assumed that only a
select few – the
scholars, those who studied in yeshiva and
the intellectuals - could study it on a deeper
level. Notwithstanding my reservations,
I was open to learning. As I began to learn
through reading, attending classes at the
MTC and later with a study-partner at the
MTC Kolel, I discovered that anyone can
delve into more advanced Torah topics, and
with consistent effort and perseverance,
experience amazing benefits. We improve
our listening skills. If we want to follow a
chain of reasoning, it requires concentration
and listening carefully. It sharpens our ability
to think critically and to pay attention to
nuance and detail. We develop an analytical
mind – we appreciate how problems can
have multiple solutions that we did not think
of. We learn the value of opposing opinions
and arguments. The study of Torah covers
many fields: medicine, law, science, mathematics, philosophy, etc. There are topics of
interest for everyone: ethics, the court
system, property rights, contracts, teshuvah
and many more. Learning Torah helps me
to understand, appreciate, and perform
everyday activities in a more efficient and
mindful way. The greatest benefit to me is a
sense that Hashem derives pleasure from
someone who makes the effort to study
His Torah. The beauty of Torah is that it
caters to every level and it answers our

I

individual needs. After a month of learning
with a study partner I realized how it helps
me gain greater clarity of the subject matter
through vocalizing and articulating it. I also
feel that it refines one’s character and helps
one to see the world through a deeper, more
sensitized lens. One comes to appreciate
that life goes beyond one’s own self-interest,
and is about elevating myself, and as best
I can, those around me. Put simply, Torah
study enhances my life and makes me a
happier, kinder, more patient and altogether
better person.

f
Yirmiyahu Harrison
ecent
experiences of loss and
change had left
me wondering about
G-d and I could not
reconcile the things
I grew up knowing
about Him with what
I had gone through. I needed to know Him
and I tried at first to address this need
through meditation. While this may have
helped calm the intensity of emotions I was
feeling, it brought me no closer to knowing
G-d. At the time, I was learning Torah as part
of my regular routine but it was perfunctory,
without focus or feeling. I came to realize
that if I were to approach my learning in a
different way I might find there the answers
I was looking for. So I began to look for ways
to make it personal, to see it with new eyes.
The Torah I had been learning for years
I began to learn with new commentaries and
I starting to explore new areas of learning
like the Midrash and Nach, the Prophets
and Writings, that I always meant to learn
‘one day’.
After months of study, I still don’t feel
I am any closer to understanding G-d but
there has been a subtle shift in the purpose
of my learning. Somewhere along the line,
imperceptibly, the reason changed from a
need to know, to desire to connect. And
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I found in learning a feeling of connection,
like a child before a parent. We may not
understand the decisions our parents make,
they may be impossible for our childlike
intellect to grasp and appreciate. But the
more time we spend with our parents, the
more we want to be with them, the more we
come to love them despite our lack of
understanding. And this is the crucial thing
I’ve learned that I would share with anyone
who asks how they can come closer to
G-d. You need to learn, it is learning that
draws out from us, sometimes in spite of
ourselves, a deep inexplicable feeling of
connection. As a child of G-d, you are and will
always be connected. But it is learning that
enables you to feel that connection and be
inspired by it to do more, to live a deeper
more connected life.

f
Chaya Harrison
have found that
learning, whether in
a class or individually, is one of the
most inspiring and
growth-oriented aspects of my Judaism.
The subject matter
never feels stale or old. Rather, it is alive and
surprisingly relevant to my life and the world
around me.
Learning is an intellectual, emotional,
and spiritual journey that connects me to
Hashem, the Torah, and to the Jewish
people. It challenges me to consider a deeper
and truer version of myself and those I care
about. Since it often takes place with others,
it fosters deep connections with the people
I’m learning with. It inspires me to ask myself
where I am and what do I care about most.
Even after many years of learning, it
continually amazes me how fortunate we are
that Hashem gifted us with the Torah to
guide us in every aspect of our lives with
wisdom, understanding, and compassion.

I
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Jeremy Levi
he mitzvah of
Talmud Torah
cannot be compared to the learning
of any other subject
matter, as no other has
the possibility to reach
the depth that Torah
offers. Analogous to this would be physical
exercise: it would be implausible for a
person with no physical activity in their life
to achieve the same physical health as
someone who is even a little bit active.
Only through learning Torah can a person
acquire the capacity to simultaneously
comprehend multiple perspectives and
perceptions that will literally transform the
manner in which thoughts are processed.
It is not only knowledge acquisition that
is achieved, but rational, intelligent thinking
becomes stronger, just as physical exercise
can bring out strength in muscles that were
never known to have even existed.

T

f
Caylah McCoy
articipating in a
weekly Torah
class helps to
keep me connected to
my true essence in
Judaism. It gives me
purpose, helps me
focus for the week,
provides me with structure, wisdom and
discernment for coping in our world today. As
a result, it has brought me tremendous
success, prosperity and peace. It helps me to
connect to higher understanding, heals my
wounds, helps me to get up and find meaning
when I feel life has thrown me under the bus.
The stories of our sages helps me to
learn from their experiences and insight.
When I am connected to Torah and a
community it helps me to intuitively know
which decision to make in life and makes life
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easier. It provides me with the ability to make
the right decisions in situations that used to
baffle me. It has helped me to realize G-d
does for me what I cannot do for myself.
When I find myself in an unfamiliar situation,
I know I am not lost as G-d is right there next
to me.
Torah helps me to slow down and as a
result get more done, I am more effective and
have more energy. After all, it’s the turtle that
wins the race not the rabbit.

f
Rissa Mechaly
id you ever stop
and think that
perhaps manna
was a precursor to
Uber Eats? In Exodus
chapter 16 verse 4,
Hashem said to Moses,
“Behold I shall rain
down for you food from Heaven; let the
people go out and pick each day’s matter on
its day, so that I may test him, whether he
will follow my Torah or not.” The manna was
delivered to their doorsteps, enough for each
person and could offer a taste tailored to the
individual. In essence, it was available to all.
According to the Midrash, manna fell
daily to show that just as G-d expects every
day to be devoted at least in some measure
to Torah study, so He provides sustenance
day by day. In our own personal lives in the
high tech world in which we live today, it is
possible to study Torah anywhere and at any
time. With the tap of a button on any of our
devices, we can access infinite elements of
Judaism. Study can be individual or groupdriven. The values that can be learned are
indispensable and the teachings are neverending. Layer by layer we are able to delve
deeper into its insights.
Does it change us? Does it give us an
appreciation of a lifestyle? Does it enrich our
knowledge base? Does it make us a more
humble and sensitive person? Can we
transfer some lessons into our personal

D

lives? Do we appreciate the sacrifices of our
ancestors? Do we trust that G-d will dispense
his favorable providence over us? Do we
expand our minds through study regardless
of out levels of competence?
To begin to answer any of these
questions we need to open ourselves to the
“manna” we are offered daily and take
advantage of opportunities to engage in
some form of Torah study.

f
Dave Merovitz
ust as the body
needs food to
survive, so does
the soul need constant
nourishment. Attending
Torah class for me is
vital to living a proper
and balanced life.
Once finished, it feels like a re-energizing
experience, where I come out feeling light
and clear-headed, like a good work-out. It refocuses my mind and uplifts my spirit, helping
me navigate through the mundane of our
fast-paced, material world. It is a lifeline to
experiencing Hashem and is like a boost that
makes me feel alive. Connection to the
Infinite has that effect.

J
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David Sebbag
have been attending
the kollel of MTC
for two years now.
When I was approached to study in the kollel,
I did not hesitate to
say yes, but I did have
fleeting reservations
because after working during the day you
want to come home and have supper with the
family and enjoy "chill time" with the family,
which includes, of course, homework. I felt
however that I was not growing in Torah,
especially the study of chassidus which is

I

essential to the service of Hashem. So I said
yes to Rabbi Levi. When I came home
I discussed the matter with my wife. She not
only agreed but encouraged me to learn even
though it would mean that when I’m at the
kolel she would do the homework with the
kids. I told her that her by letting me study,
not only do I gain, but she too has a share in
everything I learn. I feel deeply fulfilled
after a good class on Gemara, a talk of the
Rebbe or Tanya. That is my schedule for the
week and on Shabbos, I join the afternoon
Chassidus class.
Learning has made me realize how
great Hashem's Torah is. For as much as
going to shul to pray connects me to the
One Above, learning His Torah connects
me even further and makes me understand
what Judaism is all about. One cannot fully
connect to Hashem through prayer alone. We
need to learn His Torah in order to have a
complete relationship with Him, and I thank
my wife for letting me do so.

f

Until then it was hard, but once the class
starts and we delve into the depth and the
complexity (and ultimately, the simplicity)
of the Rebbe’s discourse, I wake up. It’s a
privilege to be privy to the innermost secrets
of Hashem’s Torah; to have a glimmer of
an appreciation of the essence of Hashem
Himself and our oneness with Him; to get to
know my own soul – all as revealed, on a
daily basis, in the Rebbe’s teachings.

"For the words
of Torah are
our life and
the length
of our days"
” The evening prayers

Adam Spiro
he alarm goes off
at 5:00 a.m. It’s
still dark and
everyone in the house
is sleeping. I say modeh
ani, wash negel vasser
(ritual washing of the
hands), struggle out of
bed, brush my teeth, get dressed, say morning
brachos – gotta stay quiet, try not to wake
anyone up. I get into the car for the twominute drive to MTC that I could do blindfolded, having taken that route something
like five thousand times in the past ten or so
years (which helps, considering that I’m still
half asleep). I arrive at shul, go to the mikvah,
get into the elevator to go upstairs. The
elevator door opens and the smell of coffee
is already in the air – I can always count on
Yehuda to faithfully make the coffee. It’s
already 6:20… I grab a cup and take my
place at the morning Chassidus class.

T

After the class, it’s time to put on tallis
and tefillin, daven and go out into the world.
How will the rest of the day look, compared
to yesterday? With G-d’s help and the
empowerment of the morning Chassidus, I’ll
be a little less impressed by the glitter of
materialism; I’ll be a little bit more aware of
Hashem’s presence; I’ll be a little more of a
vessel to reveal His presence around me;
I’ll be a slightly better husband, father,
son, brother, friend, person, Jew. It’s an
imperceptible change from yesterday – just
like yesterday’s change from the day before
and, G-d willing, tomorrow’s change from
today. But, like Chassidus teaches us about
the indivisibility of essence: even if one has
only grasped a small part, he has grasped the
whole thing. ‡
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My Journey Home
by CARYN NASH

Dedicated to Rabbi Moishe New and all my spiritual leaders, teachers and
friends who helped open up my heart and soul to the wonders of G-d.

ike many post-war Jews, I was brought
up in a traditional Jewish home. We
went to synagogue three times a year.
We celebrated the Jewish holidays; actually,
we celebrated only some of the Jewish
holidays. Seeing that this was all I knew,
I brought up my family the same way. Despite
this limited practice I’ve always believed in
G-d, and have always been proud of my Jewish heritage. However, it was upon my discovery of Chabad that I realized my Jewish
journey was incomplete.

L

It all began approximately 14 years ago
after my daughter met a nice young man at
the Shabbos table of the Chabad rabbi in our
community. My daughter and this young man
were married within six months. I watched
with pride as they began their journey as a
young Jewish couple. Today, their home has
become a true home of Shalom Bayit for them
with their five beautiful daughters. The ways
in which their lifestyle changed to embrace
traditional Chabad observances, transformed
them. It was as though through their connection with G-d, they were better able to
undertake their new responsibilities, first as
husband and wife, then as parents. Watching
them grow made me realize I was missing
that spiritual connection in my life.
This inspiring scenario was the catalyst
that motivated my husband and me to embark
on a spiritual journey of our own. This journey
I call “coming home”. With the support and
learning from the Montreal Torah Center’s
spiritual leaders, its close community and other
Chabad mentors, we reawakened our dormant
Jewish souls. We embraced our Torah and
ancient customs with extreme devotion. I took
the obvious first steps. I started to light
Shabbos candles, I began keeping kosher,
and gradually became Shomer Shabbos. This
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past year, it gave us such pleasure as we
constructed and entertained in our own
sukkah. Following these steps, or mitzvot as
they are called, made us feel more connected

Caryn and her brother Lonnie

to G-d, for by performing these acts we were
taking an active role in completing the mission
He sent us to this world to accomplish.
Along this journey, Judaism for me
became an act of faith. It is a belief in
Hashem’s ultimate greatness that is something larger than life, something ethereal,
and something I cannot and likely will never
truly understand. This unfaltering faith has
never failed me.
I have encountered several obstacles
over the past few years that have challenged
this faith. Despite these obstacles, however,
my faith not only remained steadfast, it
has become deeper and entrenched itself
into my very being.
Five years ago, my husband and I moved
from our comfortable 11th floor condominium
to a spacious duplex in the same neighbor-

hood. We had hoped this move would make
our home more accessible to our family and
friends on Shabbos and High Holidays. Primarily, we planned for our daughter and her
family to move into the upstairs apartment.
Unfortunately, or fortunately, as it turned out,
that never happened. At the time, I was devastated and for months afterwards I hated
coming home.
Over time, however, I began to appreciate the advantages of living in the duplex.
It is located on a quiet cul-de-sac and faces
a beautifully landscaped park that
has a walking path and room for kids
to play. Also, there is a mature treedin backyard where I am able to putter
in my garden. I traded an outstanding
city scape for a green space that
I didn’t realize I had missed. More
importantly, its street access provides
the opportunity for the frequent dropin visits from my children and grandchildren, visits that bring me ultimate
joy. Play dates and Saturday night
sleepovers have become the norm.
Eventually, I realized all of this would
not have been possible if we were
still living in the condo. The once
dreaded duplex became my new and
welcoming home.
Life continued for us, and as life does, we
unfortunately were faced with tragic lifechanging events. In December 2014, my eldest
son passed away unexpectedly. With his
passing came unimaginable grief no parent
should ever have to endure. Initially, with that
pain came anger, anger at Hashem. Why did
He take my son away? I could not answer
that question at the time, but what gave me
the strength to go on, confront my loss and
gradually accept it was my unwavering faith.
One month later, I became unwell, and
was diagnosed with pancreatic cancer.
Subsequently, I underwent major surgery,
and remained very ill for many months afterwards. Again, I asked the same question.
Why did this happen? Again, it was my faith
that saw me through that difficult period.
Recently, I underwent the two-year evalua-

tion since my diagnosis and, thank G-d; I am
still cancer-free.
Herein lies the incredible miracle. It is
an unfolding of events, which ties everything together. The day before my surgery,
I received a phone call from my long-lost
brother. My brother has lived in Calgary for
many years and during this time, our family
has had no contact with him. He had just
found out about my son’s passing and called
to express his condolences. We talked for
hours, and when I asked if he would come to
Montreal to be with me for a few weeks after
my surgery and to help during my recovery,
he agreed wholeheartedly. He was by my
bedside when I woke up in my hospital room
the next day. When it was time for him to
return home, we were both very sad. We

didn’t want to lose what we had just so
recently reestablished: a meaningful sibling
bond. We promised to keep in touch. And
keep in touch we did!
My brother moved back to Montreal
three years ago and settled into our recently
vacated basement apartment. I believe,
when G-d closes one door, he opens another.
He took away my son, but he gave me back
my brother! My relationship with my brother
is so much richer than it ever was, and it
gives me such pleasure to see him rekindling
lost family ties and reawakening his
Yiddishkeit, which had been dormant for over
20 years.

divine intervention. I now know why we
moved to the duplex, and have some
understanding for my son’s passing. My
belief in Hashem has transformed my
entire being. Whereas before I would suffer
tremendously through life’s inevitable
challenges, I now engage them rather than
resist them. I live everyday like it is a miracle,
because Hashem is with me and I no longer
feel that I need to carry the burden on my
own. I cannot say that I will no longer
struggle, but with His presence, and His love,
I know I will transcend.
I have finally found peace, harmony and
joy. I have come home. ‡

The statement “G-d works in mysterious
ways” is oh so true. Nothing even close to
these events could have happened without

KIDS IN ACTION & MINI CHEFS
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MAZEL TOVS

Velvel & Baila Minkowitz &
family on the upsherin
of Zalman Minkowitz

”

Rabbi Levi & Ita New
& family on the upsherin
of Eliyahu New

”

Rabbi & Nechama New
and family on the birth of
daughters to
Mushka & Nissan Kornfeld,
Eli & Rochel Deitsch,
Tzemach & Chana New,
Chana & Mendel Kaplan,
and on the birth of a son to
Chaya Schera & Yossi Spalter

”

Itchy & Zeldie Treitel &
family on the birth of a son to
Mushky & Moshe Hecht

Pekofsky & Hoppenheim
families on the birth of a son to
Matthew & Jenny Pekofsky

Sztern & Cogan families on the
marriage of Aubrey Sztern &
Vanessa Cogan

Shizgal & Elman families on
the birth of a daughter to
Bailey & Yossi Elman

Sarah & Michael Bybelezer &
family on the birth of a daughter

Levi & Cola families on
the birth of a daughter to
Jeremy & Mandy Levi

Abitbol & Perez families
on the birth of a son to
Natanel & Tanya Abitbol

Harroch, Amar & Steinman
families on the birth of a daughter
to Mindy & Daniel Harroch

Saragosti & Wallach families on
the marriage of Lea Saragosti
& Daniel Wallach

Michaeli & Stock families on
the engagement of Guy Michaeli
& Elyssa Stock

Dubrofsky & Kohn families on
the birth of a daughter to
Andrew & Elana Dubrofsky

Hakak & Bailey families
on the birth of a son to
Noam & Emilie Hakak

Shizgal & Rosenblum families
on the marriage of Akiva Shizgal
& Rachel Rosenblum

Benchaya family on the Bar
Mitzvah of Samuel Benchaya

Tink & Hamlet families
on the engagement of
Lindsey Tink & Ezri Hamlet

Wajcman family on the birth of a
daughter to Tyler Anne & Billy
Tansky family on the birth of
a son to Lindsay & Ben Tansky
Buzaglo & Fedida families on
the birth of a daughter to
David & Vanessa Buzaglo
Deskin & Goldenblatt families
on the marriage of Jordan Deskin
& Sara Goldenblatt
Gutberg & Essebag families on
the birth of a son to
Adam & Ruth Gutberg
Twik & Bouskila families on the
Bar Mitzvah of David Twik
Hascalovici & Farokhzadeh
families on the engagement of
Jacob Hascalovici &
Natalie Farokhzadeh

Feldman family on the Bar
Mitzvah of Jack Feldman
Levi & Aidel Goldstein on
the birth of a daughter
Diament family on
the birth of a daughter to
Itche & Joelle Diament

Murielle Zagury & Dan Wise on
their marriage

David & Malkie Sebbag
& family on the Bar Mitzvah of
their son Yosef Baruch

Finkelstein & Taub families
on the birth of a daughter
Harley & Lindsay Finkelstein

Lieberman & Rogozinsky
families on the birth of a son to
Yoni & Jessica Lieberman

Moshe & Toby Benshimon
& family on the birth of a son

Aryeh & Deborah Elbaz on the
bar mitzvah of their son Akiva

Rogalsky & Landa families
on the birth of a son to
Tanya & Elisha Rogalsky

Shpigelman & Gottesman
families on the birth of a daughter
to Yanky & Penina Shpigelman

Dovid & Chana Azoulay
on the birth of a son
Burke & Cohen families
on the marriage of
Sarah Burke & Ronen Cohen

Finkelstein & Fishman families
on the marriage of
Andrea Finkelstein &
Dr. Michael Fishman

Adler & Barcessat families on
the Bar Mitzvah of Louis Adler

Kimmel & Morganstein families
on the Bar Mitzvah of
Ethan Kimmel

Treitel & Bendet families on
the birth of a son to
Nechama & Zalman Bendet

Albert & Tania Lasry
on the birth of a daughter

Jeff & Esther Zigman
on the birth of a daughter
Harvey & Barbara Dubrofsky on
the birth of a granddaughter
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Kovac family on the birth of a son
to Evan & Victoria Kovac
Rogozinsky & Lieberman
families on the birth of a daughter
to Jamie & Janie Rogozinsky
Veres & Halperin families on the
marriage of Tamar Zahava Veres
& Assaf Halperin
Castiel & Bitton families on the
marriage of Ilana & Yonathan

Isser & Rivkah Slavin
on the birth of a son

Chernack & Karp families
on the birth of a son to
Joelle & Mikey Karp

Dubrofsky & Korenzvit families
on the marriage of Lisa
Dubrofsky & Jordan Korenzvit

Treitel & Parshan families on
the marriage of Mendel Treitel &
Devorah Leah Parshan

Lieberman & Westreich
families on the birth of a son to
Daniel & Dina Lieberman
Kadoch & Frankforter families
on the birth of a daughter to
Yaakov & Esther Frankforter
Zukor & Kestenbaum family
on the birth of a daughter to
Riva & Jordan Kestenbaum
Howard, Letovsky & Nash
families on the birth of a daughter
to Stacey & Eric Howard
Dray & Benatar families in
honour of the Bar Mitzvah of
Isaac Dray
Chocron, Rogozinsky &
Puterman families
on the marriage of
Joelle & Yehuda Chocron
Heckler, Blumenthal & Fruchter
families on the birth of a daughter
to Diana & Ryan Blumenthal
Elie & Carole Cohen & family
on the Bat Mitzvah of
their daughter Andrea
David & Karen Merovitz
& family on the Bar Mitzvah of
their son Jordan
Zelman family on Zachary’s
Bar Mitzvah

Shapiro & Friedman families
on the birth of a daughter to
Josh & Sari Friedman

Jack & Esther Berkowicz
on the birth of a daughter to
Yehoshua & Chanie Berkowicz

Benabou & Abitan families on
the birth of a daughter to
Ingrid & Yigal Benabou

Rosenfeld & Druin families on
the marriage of Velka Rosenfeld
& Akiva Druin

Treitel & Shemtov families
on the birth of a daughter to
Sroly & Shternie Treitel

Harrison & Kaplan families
on the birth of a son to
Chana & Yaak Kaplan

Veres & Daniels families
on the birth of a son to
Eytan & Alyssa Veres

Levy & Ovadia families
on the engagement of
Jeremy Levy & Eden Ovadia

Zweig & Caplan families on
the marriage of Amanda Zweig
& Jeremy Caplan

Sol & Anne Zuckerman
on the birth of a granddaughter

Levi & Simkhayev families
on the marriage of
Jilly & Efraim Simkhayev

Cohen, Ornstien & Wise
families on the engagement of
Israel Mordechai Cohen &
Hailey Ornstein Wise

Patrick & Ravit Roche
on the birth of a son
Shlomo Simhon & Sara Eldor
on the birth of Shlomo’s
great-granddaughter to
Netanel & Michal Simhon
Reiss & Haouzi families
on the birth of a daughter to
Devora & Amichai Reiss
Fedida & Bendayan families
on the marriage of Lior Fedida
& Esther Bendayan

Gerard & Shoshi Attias on the
Bar Mitzvah of their son Adial
Bromberg & Rezler families
on the Bar Mitzvah of
Chanan Bromberg
Nassy & Goldzweig families on
the marriage of Avraham Nassy
& Rachel Goldzweig
Ephram & Julie Shizgal & family
on the birth of a daughter to
Josh & Chavie Zebberman

Patrick & Sascha Elfassy
on the birth of a son
Yehoshua Naim & Shira
Menucha Weigensberg
on the birth of a son
Obadia & Harroch families
on the birth of a son to
Valerie & Jeremie Harroch
Hirt & Friedman families
on the marriage of
Dalya Hirt & Charlie Friedman

Cons & Suissa families on the
marriage of Gaby Cons
& Binyamin Suissa
Merovitz & Gonzalez families
on the marriage of
Josephine & Joseph Gonzalez
Cola & Josepovici families
on the birth of a daughter to
Jeremy & Melanie Cola

SYMPATHIES
Elbaz family on the passing
of their father

Kashetsky family on the passing
of Mr. Irwin Kashetsky

Grunberg family on the passing
of Claudette Grunberg

Horvath & Hirsch families on the
passing of Mrs. Eva Horvath

Bass, Kohane & Gomolin
families on the passing of
Heidi B. (Bass) Kohane

Schachter & Nagus families on
the passing of Mr. Arthur Nagus

Suissa family on the passing of
Mrs. Chava (Yvette) Suissa

Oringer family on the passing of
Mr. Gary Oringer

Bloom family on the passing of
Mrs. Erika Bloom

Schnurmacher family on the
passing of Olga Schnurmacher

Markowitz family on the passing
of Rabbi Dr. Yitzchok Markowitz

Rosen family on the passing
of Veronica Rosen

Finkelstein & Farkas families
on the passing of Mr. Mortimer
(Mort) Finkelstein

Sculnick family on the passing
of Julia Sculnick

Katz, Blumer & Nehemia
family on the passing of
Mrs. Shirlee Katz

Amar, Victor & Bodokh
Families on the passing of
Mrs. Rosa Cohen

Justice Michel M.J. Shore &
family on the passing of
Dr. Thérèse Lena Shore

Greenspoon family
on the passing of
Mr. Lenny Greenspoon

Altmann family on the passing of
Mr. Gabor Altmann

Cohen & Pellas families on
the passing of Camille Cohen

Bellisha & Harroch families on
the passing of Simone Bellicha

Michael & Leechen Zukor on
the passing of Micha Yellin

Goodman family on the passing
of Mr. Warren Goodman

Gopin & Markowitz family on the
passing of Rabbi Boruch Gopin

Sigler family on the passing
of Mrs. Gert Sigler

Medina family on the passing
of Mr. Sammy Medina

Tehilla Brooks & family on the
passing of Mrs. Diane Brooks
Anne Kmetyko & family
on the passing of Edith Kmetyko

Perlmutter family on the passing
of Mrs. Olga Perlmutter
Fleisher & Mintz families on the
passing of Mrs. Ruth Fleisher

Mamane & Ohana Families
on the passing of Mr. Marc
Mordechai Mamane
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YAM brings teens together to enjoy
programs that foster Jewish identity and
leadership qualities. This includes
volunteering at The Family Store, NYC
Shabbaton with C-Teen (Chabad
International Teen Network), Friday night
Shabbat dinners, holiday events and more.
In November 2018, YAM held its second
annual elegant Awards Ceremony
honouring twenty of the most
outstanding volunteers.
For more information, please visit

themtc.com/yam
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Mission
to Russia
by VANESSA ADES and HOWARD MAMANE

s proud and active members of TFS
Young Leadership, Montreal's young
Jewish adult community, it was an
honor to be nominated for the Chabad Young
Professionals (CYP) fellowship. Following
months of preparation with Rabbi Getzy and
Shaina Markowitz, we were off to a Global
Leadership Summit and Mission in Russia
with other young adult delegates from communities around the world. While we certainly left Montreal with great expectations
for our trip, our experience was beyond anything we could have possibly imagined.

A

The Montreal delegation
at Peterhof

bustling, Jewish scene and our testimony
grew stronger through our experiences.
One of the greatest moments on our
trip was at Red Square, which is located in
Moscow. There, in the shadow of Lenin’s
mausoleum, we danced and sang songs of
the Jewish underground and celebrated the
fact that our people are alive and thriving.
We then moved onto the Bolshaya Bronnaya
Community Center, where Rabbi
Itche Kogan, a former refusenik,
has invigorated a lively and magnificent complex in the city center.
There we toured an ancient escape tunnel running beneath its
synagogue which now houses
Jewish women studying Torah
and oligarchs dining on fine
kosher fair.
Moscow’s Jewish Museum
and Tolerance Centre, the largest

We learned about the best and worst
moments in Russian history as well as
how the Jews were affected by these
circumstances. These historical lessons were
then brought to life in different ways from
the moment we arrived. It began with the
St Petersburg young adult community;
together, we cruised into an endless White
Night, which can best be described as a
river of blood and tears representing the
country’s past Jewish experience. Then, at
the Peter Paul Fortress, we stood together in
a jail cell that held one of Russia’s noblest
political prisoners and the biographical
personality that would shape our trip; Rabbi
Schneur Zalman of Liadi, the founder of the
Chabad movement.
When learning about the painful and
dark moments of our people’s past in this
country, one would assume that the Jews
would cease to exist in a place that was
consumed by such tragedy and hardship.
And yet, from the Czars to the Bolsheviks,
our people and our faith not only survived,
but is now flourishing beyond our wildest
dreams. Our preconceived notions of a quiet
and simple Jewish life in Russia were

Celebrating with local young adults on the Neva River

completely dashed as we became witnesses
to the Chabad-engineered “Jewish Russian
Revolution”. With our own eyes, we saw the
Jewish infrastructures that have been built,
from schools to social humanitarian centres,
and even to kosher restaurants (many of
which rival those in our own cities). We
proudly became witnesses to an outward,

Jewish museum in the world, simply blew us
away. The exhibitions were brought to life as
we were transported through personal
testimony videos as well as interactive
displays across medieval Europe. We were
amazed that in the time of the Soviet Union,
Jewish women would risk imprisonment or
continued on page 29
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Lili’s Choice
After surviving Auschwitz,
my grandmother must choose
between love and loyalty.
by JOHNNY GALAMBOS

y grandmother,
Lili, was born in
Budapest,
Hungary in 1923 and grew
up in a small Jewish neighborhood with her parents,
her younger brother Istvan
and her older sister Ersze.
They were raised in a Jewish household but
were not particularly observant.

M

In 1942, at nineteen years of age, Lili
married. Life in Budapest was still relatively
stable as the dark cloud of the Holocaust had
yet to cast its shadow. Barely a few months
had passed and the young couple were
starting to build their life together, when her
husband was taken away – very early for
Hungarian Jewry – to a labour camp. Lili
received the news shortly after his departure
that he, along with his fellow prisoners, had
been murdered on the way to the camp.
Lili was devastated but life continued,
as Budapest’s Jewish quarter was still a
vibrant area. Lili became reacquainted with
a gentile who worked in a neighborhood
store – they had actually known each other
since childhood. In time, the friendship turned
into a more serious relationship even though
Lili still kept the diamond ring from her first
husband on her finger. She refused to take
it off.
When the Nazis moved into Budapest,
her new companion was called to fight
with the Hungarian army and it was clear
that Lili and her family would be sent off
to one of the concentration camps. On their
28

last day together he said to Lili: “Give me
the diamond ring. I will keep it under my
horse’s saddle through the war. Promise
me that if you and I return
to Budapest alive, you will
marry me”. Lili said yes,
and with that he took
his leave.

to the concentration camps in Frankfurt Am
Mein, Ravensburg, Salzvedel and finally
to Bergen Belsen. Somehow she and her
sister survived and were liberated in 1945,
after which they slowly made their way back
to Budapest.
Within a few days of returning to what
had become a ghost town of the Jewish
quarter, she heard a male voice yelling to her
“Lili! Lili!”. It was him. He ran up to her, his
eyes filled with tears of joy. He couldn’t
believe that she had survived. He kneeled
down before her, and told her, “You won’t
believe what I have been through, the battles
I fought in, the blood that was shed… The

Above: Lili 1942 | L-R: Aniko, Johnny, Lili, Erszi (Lili’s sister who survived the Holocaust with her)
and Aliza, outside Rabbi Schnurmacher's Hungarian shul on de Courtrai at Johnny’s Bar Mitzvah.

Lili’s intended went off to fight in many
harsh battles. His battalion moved westward
all the way to the Austrian border and he took
part in a number of horrific confrontations, all
the while the diamond safely secured to the
bottom part of his horse’s saddle.
Lili and her family were put on a train to
Auschwitz where she parted ways with her
father, her mother and her younger brother,
never to see them again. On one occasion
she was confronted, face-to-face, with the
Angel of Death himself, Dr. Mengele. She
and her sister, Erszi, were then transferred

only thing that kept me alive was my
personal mission to safeguard this ring in my
saddle, with the hope of putting it on your
finger. Will you now marry me?”
Lili was filled with gratitude. But she
could not marry him. Knowing that she would
break his heart, she responded to him “I am
terribly sorry. I cannot forget the words my
father always said to me. He would say that
he wanted me to only marry a Jewish man.
After what I have lived through, and the
horror I have witnessed with my own eyes, I
cannot let him down. I am sorry but I cannot
marry you. I must marry a Jew”.

The gentile, heartbroken, gave Lili the ring, and
said “I understand”, and walked away. They never
saw each other again.
Lili later married Sandor (Shlomo), my
grandfather, in a Jewish wedding ceremony and
had one daughter, Aniko (Chana), my mother. They
escaped Hungary during the revolution of 1956 to
build a life in Canada and to raise a Jewish family.
Lili was fiercely proud of her loving and devoted
daughter, grandchildren and great-grandchildren.
My sister Aliza and her husband Yerachmiel (Galinsky)
are blessed with four children – Chana, Sara, Avraham
and Chaya Mushka.
In my home, her memory lives on every Shabbat when
her great-granddaughter Chana lights candles together with my
wife Wendy and as her great-grandson Shlomo makes Kiddush
together with me. ‡

MISSION TO RUSSIA – continued from page 27

death in order to observe the laws of Mikvah,
the ritual bath that is the gateway to family
purity. And today, the risks to observe those
laws in Russia have been replaced entirely
by beautiful community mikvahs. The one in
Moscow is run by Rebbetzin Lazar, wife of
Russia’s Chief Rabbi, Berel Lazar.
From the CEO of Russia’s Burger King to
a former member of Knesset, we also had
the privilege of meeting great minds and
influencers who continue to impact our world
today. We had a private reception with US
Ambassador Jon Huntsman Jr. who spoke
about Russian-American relations and
matters of religion in the Former Soviet
Union. We also met the former governor of
Utah who recounted his visits to the Ohel, the
Lubavitcher Rebbe’s resting place, and even
encouraged us to visit as well.
One of the most special and climactic
moments for us was spending a full Shabbos
afternoon at Rabbi Lazar’s home. A humble
and unassuming man, Rabbi Lazar is one of
the most influential Jews in the world. It was
immediately clear to us that he dedicates his
life to providing every single Jew with access
to their heritage no matter who they may be.

As we sat in his home, Rabbi Lazar
asked us to encourage our community
members to do mitzvahs, no matter how

A humble and
unassuming man,
Rabbi Lazar is one of
the most influential
Jews in the world.
small. His message to us all was clear; we
should always be proud, fearless, passionate,
unapologetic Jews and that each and every
one of us, whether practicing or not, has a
Jewish soul waiting to be sparked. Rabbi
Lazar’s message tied in perfectly with the
mission behind TFS Young Leadership and its
dedication to building a passionate, caring,
devoted, and spirited community. Forever

etched in our minds and hearts, we truly
believe that our encounter with Rabbi Lazar
altered each and every one of us for the
better.
We are pleased to be working with
Rabbi Getzy and Shaina to further expand and
enhance our popular programming. We
intend to reach every young Jewish adult
in Greater Montreal through our social,
spiritual, and humanitarian outreach. We
went. We saw. We were inspired. We are
now ready to put all the lessons we learned
into action. Get ready Montreal!
Nostrovia! L’Chaim! ‡
This trip was an initiative of Chabad Young
Professionals (CYP), of which TFS Young
Leadership is a leading chapter, a global
network of activists sharing an inner passion
to grow their local Jewish young adult
community. CYP is incubated by Merkos 302
and generously supported by The Meromim
Foundation, The Eliyahu Foundation and The
Yisrael Foundation. CYP Ambassadors 2020
fellowship applications opens soon. Contact
getzy@themtc.com for details.
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DIGNITY
.
PURE AND SIMPLE
The Family Store (TFS) is a subsidized grocery warehouse
serving hundreds of families in our community.
Your support provides food and household essentials in a
dignified manner to families with financial challenges.
Volunteer opportunities are available for students and
young professionals.
Visit www.thefamilystore.org

TFS is a collaborative project of MTC and Chai Center.
For more info contact Rabbi Getzy Markowitz, getzy@themtc.com 514.739.0770 x246
A beneficiary of Federation CJA

